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ffiJRRI CANES 

R.A. Hornstein 

THEIR N/IMES 

Until one of these tropical storms hits right in your own 
backyard, it.s just another weather phenomenon to be idly discussed 
with your next-door neighbour. In such discussions during these past 
couple of years one point of considerable curiosity has been the 
weatherman's recent habit of assigning femi~ine names to the hurricanes. 
When prodded long enough by members of the f air sex we have been known 
to suggest that hurricanes are among the most ur,predictable of 
meteorological accidents, that they never seem to be able to make up 
their minds where they want to go next, that mere man (weatherman, 
that is) finds it well-nigh impossi bl e to keep up with their changing 
moods, tempers and caprices ••• unpredictable, vacillating, capricious ••• 
surely these indeed are attributes which suf f i ci ently justify us for 
treating them as feminine in nature. Such masculine r easoning is, 
of course, not allowed to go unchallenged. Graphic evidence of this 
may be seen if I may be pardoned for a moment to read directly from a 
letter Which I received after one of our local newspapers quoted me 
in the foregoing tongue-in-cheek vein. Just after the occurrence of 
this year's Hurricane Carol a slightly perturbed l ady wrote me as 
follows: 

"I wish to enter a prot est about naming hurricanes after 
females. Everyone knows that men ar e bigger "blows" than women. I 
feel that it is an insult to what is generally consider ad as the 

. "weaker sex" to give a feminine name t o such a rambunctiOUS, destructive, 
altogether obnoxious display of elemental fury. Hhy not name the next 
one "Elmer" or "Ivan the Terrible" or something similar? Certainly 
nothing could be more inappropriate t han "Dolly", for instance, which 
name immediately conjures up in my mind a little fluffy-haired, blue
eyed, demure blonde, scared of a mouse and who WDuldn.t hurt a flea. 
vlhere aiie the things named anyway? I s it i n ottawa? Trusting you will 
take appropriate steps to have the matter r ectified in the near future III 
I remain, etc., etc ." 

Seriously, though, we weathe~9n had no ulterior motives 
when we began designating hurricanes by names. It was simply a matter 
of convenience . You see, there are those occasions when more than one 
hurricane is on the loose at a given moment. In :'l'.lch instances there 
is the possibility t hat serious mistakes may occur i f t he warnings 
issued by the various weather bureaus became confused because of mis
taken identity. At one time the st orms were referred to simply as 
A, B, C and so on, and He used the phonetiC alphabet to talk about them, 
that is, we spoke of ABLE for A, BAKER for B, CHARLIE f or C, and so on. 
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But then certain international organizations made changes in the phonetic 
alphabet and the risk of confusion arose once more. Meanwhile, during 
World Uar II the Jlrnerican net<3orologists assigned to Pacific duty had 
begun the fashion of assigning human names to identify the hurricanes 
of that ocean ••• typhoons, theY're called there. It may be that they 
were influenced by tho novelty of the literary device which had been used 
.by George stewart in his extremely readable book "STORM"; those of you 
who have read it will r ecall that the heroine, or perhaps it would be 
better to call her 1;he villain, of that novel was a storm named Maria. 
Be that as it may, t he Pacific typhoons for several years have been 
given names ••• girls' namas if they spend their lives in the North 
PaCific, and boy s' nemes :'.J' they're born, live and die in the South 
Pacific. ErJ meaP-s of a r~aso~able sort of logic it was quite natural 
that when the idea caught on ::.~ t he Atlantic the North Atlantic hurricanes 
be feminine in name as COlll1t c:parts of those in the North Pacific. The 
Atlantic Ocean doO'sn ' t h~i'2 aw male tropical storms simply because there 
are never any hun'i canw: :L.1 .~l.l" S')uth Atlantic. 

Just befo:ee I leavo' t his business of names, I might add a . 
brief foot-n:> te. BGc :'.u~a of t h8 effects of the rotation of the earth 
the female s of t~e h= :;:icer.e world spin away from the equator to the 
northwest. · Tr.e g611'i;l em811 of t he species also travel away from the 
equator, but towards t he south. Consequently, Typhoon Tessie and 
Hurricane Harr! a r e fated by nature never to meet. You know, as I sit 
at home on a qlciet evening and contemplate the whims and fancies of 
these whirling storm.s, II ve occaSionally reflected casually about this 
trick of f ate which prevent !') Bama Hurricane from ever getting together 
with Papa Hurricane anc1. I've n mdered just how there ever happen to be 
any baby h-J.:..'ricanes. ~t 'c:,at' s another story that I'll get around to 
in a few moments. 

J,;:i'3,):ORICAL HURRICANE ITEMS 

1954 nas been R. year to be remembered in Canadian hurricane 
history with t hree of t'.le:n, Carol, Edna and Hazel, having made invasions 
of our nation. By s imply k ansposing some of those number, 1954, we 
can reach back ~o the :rear J.495 at which time we come upon one of the 
earliest r ecords of hurricc1es in the New World. In that year Christopher 
Columbus made one of hi.S '!oyagcs across the Atlantic. Just at the time 
that he decidecl. t o r otu.rn to Spain in October a terrible storm swept the 
island of Santo DOII'.i nco , 'Ih:'e'3! ships at anchor in the harbour were sunk, 
and others Hore llGsheci ap;'li,1st each other and driven as wrecks against 
the shore. 

HO'.<cver, ::y : ~;c: Colwubus had apparently picked up some 
knowledge o.bO-lt t hG ,,-'l;;J"~O si g-.:s . of hurricanes, either through his own 
observations, or by convcrsatim with the natives. On June 29th, 1502, 
Columbus arri'red at 35-'1:00 Domingo on his last voyage. He sent an officer 
ashore a,r,[: r equested pe!?liSS:i.on t o shelter his squadron in the river as 
he felt that a storm w~s a?proaching. His request was refused. Columbus 
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then sent a second message warning that another fleet which was about 
to sail for Spain should delay its departure because he was certain 
that the signs pointed to an approaching violent storm. This request 
was just as fruitless as his first one. The weather, as is often the 
case just before the arrival of a hurricane, was fine and settled. But 
the predictions made by Columbus were all too true. The other fleet 
set out confidently to sea, headed for Spain, and was entirely lost 
except for one ship. Columbus' ships rode out the storm and experienced 
various degrees of damage. 

The course of some of our own Canadian history has been shaped 
to a marked dE'gree by one of these autumn storns. In 1745 the fort of 
Louisburg, on Cape Breton Island, fell to a party of New Englanders 
under Sir William Pepperell, assisted by ships of the Royal Navy. 
Louisburg at that time was the greatest F.rench fortress east of Quebec. 
A fleet left France the next spring under Duke D'Anville for the purpose 
of recovering Louisburg for the French. To begin with the expedition 
encountered westerly gales which slowed down its progress so greatly 
that it didn't reach this side of the Atlantic until September. September 
is the worst month of the year so far as North Atlantic hurricanes are 
concerned. In 1746 one hit near Sable Island, that famous graveyard of 
the Atlantic located 175 miles east of Halifax. It dispersed the fleet 
and only a handful of transports arrived at Chebucto, now known as 
Halifax. A few days later D'}~ville died, some say of a conVQlsion, 
others of a broken heart at the loss of his fleet. The crews that were 
left suffered from disease but the fleet nevertheless weighed anchor 
and sailed on October l.3th with the intention of attacking Annapolis. 
Once again the French were doomed to disappointment. Off the southern 
tip of Nova Scotia they encountered another severe storm, which dispersed 
the ships once more and compelled the few that were left to return to 
France. The vital blow, of course, was that of September 16th. It was 
undoubtedly a hurricane and it was a major factor in the final destruc
tion of the power of France in North America. 

Our East Coast has been hit by many hurricanes, although not 
always with history-making effect. Some of them, though, are still well
remembered as, for example, the Saxby Gale of October 1$69 which caused 
great destruction and some loss of life, and the even more punishing 
blow of August 1$73 which brought about the loss of over 1,200 vessels 
in the three Maritime Provinces and the colony of Nevfoundland. However, 
to list even only briefly all of the significant storms of this nature 
would exhaust our time this evening, so let's move along and investigate 
some of the characteristics of the hurricane itself. 

HURRICANE CHARACTERISTICS 

The first universal fact which becomes evident in a study of 
hurricanes is that they are born only in tropical regions, a feature 
which is, of course, responsible for the fact that we also call them 
tropical storms or even tropical hurricanes . Secondly, we know that 
they develop only over water; being tropical water it is obviously warm 
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water. As a matter of fact, some recent work has shown that 81°F. 
seems to be a critical temperature and that hurricanes Hill not form 
unless the air in contact with the water has a t emperature of at 
least 81oF. In the North Atlanti c the hurricane season lasts from 
May to December. There are relatively fe~r towards the beginning and 
end of their season; they build up to a peak in point of TlU!llbers in 
the month of September, with October running a fairly close second • 

• Then hurricanes are fully developed t hey are the most 
destructive of all storms. This is because of t~eir great size and 
savage intensity. Actually, the winds of the tornado blow with greater 
force. However, the width of a tornado is quite small; on the average, 
one would be confined to a path a little less than a quarter of a mile 
wide. On the other hand, it is not lli'lU SUal for '~he violent winds of 
the hurricane to cover thoUG~'lds of square miles. 

At sea these storms are accompanied by mOUL~tainous waves; 
along the shorelines they cause high tides which flood coastal regions. 
In some cs.ses storm waves bre;:.k on the shore like a wall of water and 
have wiped out whole cities and towns . One of the most severe of 
these storm waves has drowned 100,000 people, with an equal nU!llber dying 
later as a res-.D. t of disease brcught on by the inundation. Property 
damage was proportionately huge . 

The characteristics of the hurricane's wL~d pattern are some
thing like this. At the outer fringes of the storm area the winds are 
gusty, but less than twenty miles per hour. As they move inward towards 
the centre of the hurricane the speed increases gradually. Squalls are 
followed by furious gales, and finally, if the hurricane is a severe one, 
the winds immediately surrounding t he centre whirl at tremendous speeds. 
These winds creatc huge seas; the tops of the giant ,-raves are blown 
a,;ay in sheets and spray, so that the sailor can scarcely tell where 
the ocean ends and the atmosphere begins. Ships are frequently carried 
to the ocean cottom, as was t he tragiC case this past summer in connection 
with a ferry operating in Japanese waters, and the loss of hU!llan lives 
may be heavy. 1-Ihen the hurricane mo'res Ol1to l and the crops in the field 
and the orChards are destroyed, buildings are .rr ecked, trees are uprooted 
and the wreckage i s carried along with the wind. By the t ime hurricanes 
reach Nova Scotia they are in thei r decaying stages but even so the type 
of damage that I've just been describing is all too frequent in the 
beautiful Annapol i s Valley, wher e the apple crop has been partially 
destroyed in e~ch of ~he past t wo years. 

Spee,:ing cf the hurric",ne ,rj.nds, it 's r.ot easy to measure 
them, even approxi mat el y . As JOU ce.n 1,'cll U!',dcrst mld, it becomes extremely 
difficult to ectimate t he speed of wind:; wh"n t.hey surpass one lrundred 
miles per hour. Fu: ~hcrmorc , i t ' G almont equally difficult to measure 
such winds. Instruments ;rhich Hill be strong c:mough to withstand the 
force of hurricane winds , B.'ld ye t be sensitive eneugh for average winds, 
are not easy t o manufactur e . In many violent hurricanes the wind instnt
ments have been damaged or blovn c;ray bef ore the highest storm winds were 
experienced . In some cases t he st eel to;rers ;rhich supported the instruments 
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were wrecked. In other instances the buildings on which the instruments 
were exposed have been destroyed or unroofed. However, from the 
records which are available it is quite certain that over a sustained 
period of several minutes the winds of the hurricane sometimes blow 
at an average rate of more than one hundred fifty miles per hour. 
Furthermore, weathermen are confident that the gusts of the hurricane 
create air movements for brief intervals that may reach as high as two 
hundred fifty miles per hour in the most violent storms. 

In regarding or hearing accounts of hurricanes you've no doubt 
come across the expression: "Eye of the storm". This so-called eye is 
the calm central region around which the highest winds blow. If you 
should happen to be in the direct path of the centre of the storm, you 
would experience a sequence of wind development such as that which I 
described a few moments ago. As the centre approached the winds would 
build up to a climactic crescendo, then at the "eye" itself there would 
be a sudden calm, but soon the winds would begin abruptly again blowing 
with great violence, but now from the opposite quarter from that at the 
beginning of the calm period. On the average the "eye" is about fourteen 
miles across, but of course there are great variations from st'orm to storm. 

Some surprising events often occur in the calm hearts of 
these tempests. For example, 'Hhen the lIeye ll passes over a ship near land, 
sometimes flocks of birds, and occasionally butterflies and other flying 
insects, land on the deck and rigging. Some ships have been nearly 
smothered ,d th such aerial visitors. The reason for such a phenomenon 
is that the hurricane's winds are so violent that any living thing caught 
in them is powerless to battle against them, and is carried willy-nilly 
wherever they blo'H. As the hurricane's 'Hinds spiral towards the centre 
of the storm, anything caught in such winds will eventually reach the 
calm lIeye ll of the storm. Once there, they are unable to break out and 
must remain until the hurricane subsides. When, therefore, this lIeye ll 

passes over a ship it's but natural that any living creature it contains 
should land on the vessel to rest from its life-and-death struggle with 
the elements. 

Inevitably a similar sort of situation comes to pass over 
land. Only recently I had a telephone call from a bird-watCher in 
Halifax who wanted some details about the path of this year's Hurricane 
Edna which roared through the Maritime Provinces on September 11th. At 
that time of year many summer birds are on their autumn migrations to 
Central and South America. Three different species showed up immediately 
following Edna's passage. There was a virtual shower of yellow-bill 
cuckoos; they have been reported from many sections of Nova Scotia where 
they had never been seen before. Likewise, the red-eyed towhee is a 
stranger to our East Coast province but showed up in mid-September. The 
scarlet tanager is not a frequent visitor, either, but one was found in 
an exhausted condition on the streets of Halifax the morning after the 
hurricane and it is now being cared for in the basement of my friend's 
home. He has also told me that ~ter one of last year's hurricanes four 
of the yellow-bill cuckoos showed up in Scotland, evidently having been 
carried right across the Atlantic. 
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T~is year1s crop of hurricanes made so many headlines and 
caused ~o much destruction that many folks have gained the idea that 
there has bee~ an abnormtlily large number. In actual fact there is 
qt!.i to eood evidence that the frequency of West Indian hurricanes has 
not chru~ged materially since the days of Columbus. In some years of 
thG present century there have been many end in others few, as was 
evidently the case in earb.er centuries. In the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries comparatively small numbers were recorded. That's not 
surprising, though, because the coastal and island areas subject to 
hurricanes were sparsely settled. At that time it was possible for a 
hurricane of considerable diameter and intensity to move across the 
Gulf of Mexico or Caribbean Sea and pass inland without coming in 
contact with ships at sea or going near enough to a settlement to 
cause winds worthy of historical note. 

:owever, during the twentieth century the records are fairly 
good, and they indicate that on the average there are about seven 
tropical storms per year. However, from year to year there's a wide 
variRtion. 1933 had the greatest number when twenty-one of them developed. 
There have been five different yea.rs this century with the smallest 
number: in each of 1911, 1914, 1917, 1929 and 1930 there were but two 
hurricanes. Last year and this year were quite normal with respect to 
total number, as eight tropical storms put in an appearance in eastern 
N01~h America or its adjacent waters. 

Now, then, 1've described a few of the more interesting 
characteristics of the hurricane. If there were time, there are a 
nWll"'cr of others that I might d,.,ell upon, for example, the cloud structure, 
the rainfoll pattern, the barometric pressure readings at their centres, 
the occurrence of lightning and tornadoes within the hurricane, and so on. 
Then, too, there are still many features concerning which our kno,.,ledge 
is still very limited or even non-existent. You'll recall that I pointed 
out t~~at a tro:oical cyclone is essentially a weather system "rhich occurs, 
or at least is born, over the sea. Therefore, as a rule, the highly 
ir:::;>ort.:mt oboer"tations of conditions in the higher atmosphere are 
relatively spa~se over large areas in which hurricanes travel. Even in 
the 1{est Zndiea and along the southern coasts of the United States, 
where upper air sounding stations do exist, it has been extremely dif
ficult to obtain upper-air observations within the storm area itself. 

You can readily understand, then, that scientists three hundred 
years aeo mew practicaJ.ly nothing about them. Before the 17th century 
these tompests were l;:nmm only as extremely strong and destructive winds. 
The faqt that the i-lind '" blew in a rotary fashion around a central core 
was not eVC~l suspected. 1've mentioned that the Spaniards had an exper
ience iTi th a hur);'icane back in 1495. They saw the terrible destruction 
which it 'Hrought but they \.,ere quite unaware that the storm possessed 
,.,hirling winds . The whirling nature of these gales seems to have been 
first mentioned in a book, published in 1650. 
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Toward the close of the same century somewhat more accurate 
accounts of the anatomy of cyclones were published. Captain Dampier 
gave an account of an Asiatic typhoon through which he passed end he 
described the calm area at the centre. He pronounced the storm in 
question and all other typhoons to be whirlwinds. 

That these storms travel over the surface of the globe while 
their winds revolve about a centre was not recognized until more than 
a century later. It's hard to understand how this fact could have 
escaped observation so long. Many cyclones that occurred in the mean
time were the subjects of long and detailed descriptions, from which an 
attentive student might have suspected that there were two movements 
involved. I realize, of course, that even today there is occasionally 
some confusion because people don't differentiate between the rotary 
and the progressive movements of a hurricane's winds. But if the hur
ricane is compared to a top, this difficulty is easily solved. The 
swift spinning of the top is the equivalent of t.he hurricane's spiralling 
winds; the slowly changing position of the top relative to the ground is 
comparable to the slow progression of the hurricane across the sea. 

FORMATION OF HURRICANES 

One of the facts which still puzzles us greatly is the method 
of formation of these storms, and that, of course, is a most important 
fact. As they form only during certain seasons of the year it might be 
thought that we would know exactly how they fo~. This is not the case. 
There are certain theories, of course, but they are not definitely 
proven. As I've already drawn to your attention a couple of times, one 
difficulty is that hurricanes develop over the tropical oceanG where 
there is a scarcity of reliable weather information. In practically 
every case the wind system around the hurricane centre is already quite 
definitely established before we get an inkling that a new cyclone is 
forming. However, the very fact that hurricaTIcs do develop in certain 
restricted regions does give us a clue. As they are born over the warm 
sea, and as they usually disintegrate rapidly after moving iP-Iand, it 
would appear that they must have a large supply of water vapour avail
able if they are going to amount to anything. 

I don't want to spend too much time dealing with meteorological 
theories but I think that we should at lea.st glal1ce at the irleas which 
have been put forward to account for the birth of or:e of the88 awesome 
storms. 

First in point of historical sequence is the so-called con
vective theory. Now I don't want to frighten you with u1lfc:miliar Hords 
so let me pause for a moment to give an everyday exam,le of tho comrec
tion process. You know those large white fluffy clouds which appear in 
the sky on a fine summer afternoon. They are convective clouds. The 
heating of the lower atmosphere through its contact with the warm sur
face of the earth causes the parcel of air at the surface to become less 
dense than the air around it, and it rises. This rising current of air 
is called a convection current. 
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The convective theory of hurricane formation was developed 
many years ago and it was quite generally accepted until the early 
1930's. According to that hypothesis the sun beats down over a calm 
ocean in the region of the doldrums west of the Cape Verde Islands, off 
the west coast of Africa. Enormous volumes of heated air saturated with 
ocean vapour rise from the warm surface of the sea. At first the air 
ascends gently because its. buoyancy is slight. As each molecule mounts, 
another moves in from the side to replace it. The motion is moderate 
but on a vast scale. The earth's rotation gives a spin to the rising 
currents and as the warm air spirals to higher levels of lower pressUre 
it expands. With expansion comes cooling; with cooling comes precipita
tion. From precipitation comes latent heat to rewarm the air and 
quicken the movement. Light air flowing gently over the surface of the 
ocean becomes a breeze, increases to a wind, mounts to a full gale 
rotating counterclockwise. Thus a hurricane is formed. 

There's only one thing wrong with this theory. There are 
very few meteorologists today who will defend it because there are too 
many facts which it fails to explain. For one thing, many of the 
heaviest tropical rainfalls occur without the existence of a low pressure 
system with its roto.ting ,·dnds. Furthermore, there are many cases in 
which a low pressure system does exist and torrential rains occur within 
it but, and this is the crowning bloH so far as this theory is concerned, 
the low pressure system does not even intensify, much less develop into 
a full-fledged hurricane. 

Therefore, most weathermen today are satisfied that the con
vective theory does not give the whole answer even though we do not deny 
that these upward currents of air are necessary for the generation of 
tropical storms, that is, they' are necessary as one factor, but they are 
not the sole ingredients which make up the witch's brew from which a 
hurricane develops. 

The next theory to be :,?ut forward. was the one which is called 
the frontal theory. This was suggested during the mid-1930 ' s and it was 
really an extension of the reasoning 'fhich we use to explain the every
day storms 'fhich form in our temperate latitudes. As those of you who 
watch the daily story of the weather unfold on your television screens 
knm.,r, the common run-of -the-mill storms which we experience hereabouts 
at this time of year develop at the boundaries between two different 
masses of air. On the one side we have a huge body of cold, dry air which 
has surGed doW!). out of the Canadian northland. On the other side we have 
a vast mass of warm, moist air which has drifted up out of the sub-tropical 
regions. Where these two air masses meet there is a dividing surface which 
we call a front, wi·i:;h two streams of air flowing side by side but in 
opposite directions. A disturbance takes place on this front, perhaps 
because it runs into some obstacle such as a mountain on the earth's sur
face, perhaps because of some events which are taking place in the atmos
phere miles above our heads, but whatever the basic cause a new storm 
develops on the front. 
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Down in the tropics there is also a zone where air streams 
meet. There on the one hand are the northeast trade winds, and on the 
other are the southeast trades. Where they come together there is a zone 
sometimes called the intertropical front or the intertropical convergence 
zone. Regardless of what vTe call it, though, there a.re those meteorolo
gists who suggest that hurricanes may well form on this intertropical 
front just as our everyday storms fo rm on the polar front. One objection 
which is immediately put forvrard against this theory is that the air in 
the southeast trades is almost identical with that of the northeast trades, 
whereas in our latitudes there are great differences in both temperature 
and moisture content between the air masses on either side of the polar 
front. In other words, say the opponents of the theory, you just do not 
have the type of contrast between the opposing trade wind air currents 
that is necessary for storm development. To c01.~nter this objection the 
upholders of. the frontal theory state that it is true that there is 
little difference between the two air masses but that the difference is 
enough to act as a trigger and to set off the convective process required 
by the old convective theory. At this stage of the argument the doubting 
Thomases again point out that strong convection is not sufficien~ to give 
birth to a hurricane. 

So let us leave t hose groups arguing merrily and move along 
to the third and latest theory which has been advanced. It has been 
picking up supporters only during the l ast five years or so and there is 
certainly still not sufficient evidence to justify us in believing that 
it is the last word on the subject. Itls rather complicated and involved, 
so I shall do no more than outline it very briefly. It departs from a 
study of the atmosphere only at the surface of the earth and it requires 
us to pay strict attention to what is happening at higher levels. In 
other words, we have to attack the problem in 3D. When we do this we 
begin to find evidence that there are certain patterns of high and low 
pressure aloft which will tend to bring about the continuing development 
of a weak surface tropical disturbance. This theory is gaining more and 
more supporters and there are undoubtedly overpowering reasons why we 
must agr ee that the f ormation of hurri canes can be explained logically 
only if we t ake into consider ation the interaction of forces at all 
l evels of the atmosphere . Suffice i t to say for the time being, and I 
realize full ,,,el l that I'm not r eally increa,sing your knowledge one iota 
when I say that, when certain critical conditions happen to occur simul
taneously at various level s t~~oughout the atmosphere, at least up to 
heights of t wenty to thirty thousand feet, then a hurricane forms. 

FORECASTING HURRICP~E MOTION 

As welre still not certain why hurricanes form, it is readily 
apparent that wei re not in a very strong position when it comes to fore
casting that a new tropical storm will form. Fortunately, this is not a 
very serious handicap. After all, the beginnings of a tropical disturbance 
are not serious. At birth they are quite harmless, since at that stage 
the winds they possess are still weak. In addition, live already pointed 
out that they usually form in a region where there is little shipping and 
even less habitation and thus in their formative stages they do not pose 
any threat to human beings or their property. 
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Once the hurricane has formed, though, it does become extremely 
important to the weatherman that he locate it as quickly 8.S possible and 
that he forecast its development and motion with a high degree of accuracy. 
Those weather forecasters who are responsible for keeping an alert watch 
for new hurricanes are able to spot quickly any suspicious developments 
in the tropical waters of the North Atlantic. Once they have decided that 
there is a baby hurricane out over the lonely wastes of the tropical ocean 
they are able to ca~l upon other specialists to h9J.p then out. Pm 
referring now to the glamorous hurricane-hQ~tors .,. those special fquadrons 
of aircraft and aircrew maintained by the United state:J' armed forces who 
fly into the heart of the hurricane -Co find out bot.h visually and by means 
of the latest radar equipment just where the stO:':'::.l is located. 

Having pin-pointed the exact position of a new hurricane some
where between the 1rTest Indies and the African coast the forecaster is 
faced with the problem of predicting its future behaviour. This is one 
of the most challenging and exciting, yet frequently exasperating, problems 
which can be placed before a forecaster. Hurricanes tend to be rugged 
individualists in their actions and they seem to delight in breaking all 
the rules which have been set up to cope with them. There is a certain 
broad pattern into which many of them fall, but the forecaster can never 
be certain that any given Alice or Florence will behave as her sisters 
have done in the past. 

In view of the fact that a difference of position of only 
fifty miles can make the difference between terrific destruction end oni_y 
a heavy gale with minor damage, you can readily appreciate the imj~ortancCl 
of forecasting their future course with almost superh'J.t1G::l o:;:uctn8s;1. Yot 
there are so many probabilities. 

Remember that most of the hurricanes are born ncar tb8 African 
coast. First they amble slowly westward across the Atlc.ntic; thzn as thoy 
reach the vicinity of the \fest Indies they may take or.e of coYerC:!l paths. 
They may continue to move in a westward course and eve~tually commit 
suicide by hurling themselves against the mountains of Central America or 
Mexico. They may sweep in a broad northwestward curving arc through the 
Gulf of Mexico into Texas or Louisiana, meanwhile striking a glancing blow 
of terrific force at Florida. They may turn more sharply northlrard as 
they approach Florida and move northward along the North Americc~ East 
Coast. They may take this latter curving route at an evc~ earlier stage 
and thus not affect North America at all. They may cO:::lbine the featuros 
of two or more of these paths. Perhaps a few examples of the paths taken 
by some hurricanes of the past 'Hill illustrate much more graphicrlily than 
words just what I mean. (See attached chc,rt of HUl"r:i.cene tracks.) 

In view of all these probable tracks I t:'lir.k tllat yen will 
agree that each new tropical 3torm poses a problem of conciderabl~ com
plexity. Let it not be forgotten, either, that. tl:co

) tl"ack is only one 
variable with which we must cope. It is necoSsaF.f to forecE:.st t.he speed 
with which the hurricane will advance. As I've hintGd, they meander quite 
slowly westward from their point of birth, travelling along at perhaps 
ten or twelve miles per hour. i~hen they begin to alter course to a more 
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ncrtnerly direction they usually slow down markedly, to four or five 
~ileG per ho:~, or they may even wallow almost motionless for a day or 
mo~e. Raving elected a definite track towards the north, they speed up 
aga~~ ~~d chug along at ten to fifteen miles per hour once more, until 
they a~rive in the region of the westerlies at which time they begin to 
e.ccelerate rapidly and may take 011 a rather reliable forward motion of 
tvTe:1ty-five to thirty miles per hour, or even a phenomenal rush of fifty 
or more miles per hour. Let me stress again that I am now speaking of 
t~e speed of forward motion of the entire hurricane, not the speed of 
the winds whirling about its centre. 

For the sake of argument let's assume that a forecaster has 
determimld with an8.zing accuracy the future path end speed along that 
pat'1. of the hUrricane. His problem is by no means. solved yet. Now he 
Itt'.s-::' dec~.de how the character of the storm itself will change; will it 
wes.;l:en or will it continue to become more violent for some time yet? 
Will it ~pread out to cover a larger area and if so how large? vfuat will 
be t~9 st=ength of the strongest winds when the storm arrives in his 
district of responsibility? Vlliat will the rainfall pattern be at that 
time? T~ what extent will the tides be affected? These and many more 
a.~s~.,e:-s I:::.1J.S-C be found if the public is to be provided with the greatest 
amou.'1t of helpful warning. 

Fo~tunately, there are some rules which have been discovered 
which help the forecaster solve his multiple problem. To an ever
increasing extent we are receiving help qy turning to the wind currents 
at higner levels in the atmosphere and determining how they steer these 
etormG alo~g. It was by means of the application of these forecasting 
~lu_es Rnd the sifting of every available scrap of weather information 
that the Halifax office early this autumn was able to forecast with well
nigh perfect accuracy the track, motion and intensit,y of Edna long before 
S~3 craohed through the Mariti~es, and that the Malton office in October 
did DO fine a job of forecasting the route which Hazel took, erratic 
though that route was. 

ONTARIO HURRIC.A.NES 

Speaking of Hazel, I believe that there were many residents of 
Ontario who had the impression that a hurricane could never do any damage 
to this province, that it was sheltered by so great an expanse of land to 
the south and the east thet only very slight secondarJ effects could ever 
be e~~crienced as the result of a dying hurricane1s passage •. When she 
wrouGht J0ho tragedy that she did there was a gereral feeling that it was 
an lh~pr8cedented event. ~his, of course, is not the case. A survey of 
the first fifty years of the 20th century has revealed that, in all, some 
tw~ r ::mdred forty hurricanes have struck the main18nd of North America. 
Of these, a to~al of twenty-five travelled sufficiently far inland to 
affec-~ thio province, and eight of them might be classed as extraordinary 
trt,o:~::3, either with respect to wind or rainiE.Il, or both. 
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In the first year of the present century Ontario felt the 
effects of the hurricane which ha.s gone down in history as "The Great 
Galveston stormll because it kiiled over Six thousand people in that 
Texas city. In the closing days of its life it crossed Ontario between 
Toronto and Muskoka causing great d~nage to the fruit crops and orchards, 
and wrecking man:v ships on the lakes. 

Fifteen years later another tropical storm followed a remark
ably similar path but it brought little wind to these parts. It was 
moving very slowly as it approached Canadian territory and its effects 
were felt in the form of excessive rainfall, with the amounts that fell 
having been in the same range as those which Hazel brought. 

I shan1t go into any detail concerning the others, but shall 
mention simply that damaging hurricanes paid visits to southern Ontario 
in 1923, 1932 and 1941. 

HURRICANE HAZEL 

Let us now turn to Hazel. I think that everyone agrees that 
it was not the strength of the winds that she brought to the Toronto area 
";~1ich caused the disastrous events of October 15th, but rather the tor
rential rains which fell on land already waterlogged b.Y weeks of per
sistent precipitation. 

Hazel was first located by a reconnaissance aircraft on the 
afternoon of october 5th. At that time she had already gained a respect
able age and was packing winds near her centre of ninety-five miles per 
hour. She was found about thirty miles east of Granada, the southernmost 
of the Hindward Islands. At that time she was moving along a rather 
erratic westward path and on the morning of the 7th another aircraft 
penetrated to the eye and found that winds were up to 115 miles per hour. 
The following day aircraft surveillance indicated that the westward 
motion was being maintained and that the strongest winds had picked up 
to 125 miles per hour. On the 10th the hurricane hunters flew to the 
cent.re once more and found that a change in storm track to the northward 
,.;as taking place. v1i th the shift to north there was the usual simultaneous 
decrease in speed of forward motion. On the 12th and 13th she crept 
th~ough the channel between the eastern tip of Cuba and the western tip 
of Haiti. As her edges battered against the mountainous land bordering 
the channel the storm lost some of its intensity, but later on the 13th, 
after regaining the open water surrounding the Bahamas, she began to 
strengthen again. Then, during the early morning hours of the 14th, 
Hazel put on her running shoes and she speeded up along a north-northwest 
track. Bulletins began to flow out from the Miami '.feather Office warning 
the sOl'.theast coast of the United States. That evening the Boston lJeather 
E~reau also got into the act with a pre1iminar,y warning to New England 
interests who had already been hit a knockout blow by Carol and a glancing 
wallop by Edna. 
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From that point onward I ·~hink that I may assume that you are 
already fully aware of the sequence of events. Early Friday morning the 
Mal ton "mather office forecast that the storm would move over Lake 
Ontario and into this province. With great accuracy the forecasters 
predict.ed tho dimir..ution in wind speed which would occur as the tropical 
monster moved over the North American land mass and particularly the 
Allegheny MountQins. Then, too, the forecast specified the continuation 
of the heavy rain which had already been falling long in advance of the 
hurri cane' f.l nc tu.al arrival. 

':i.'he deluge of rainfall was the result of an unfortunate combin
ation of circumstances ·Hhich again was far from unprecedented, even in 
recent years. For, out. of the west came a mass of cool air. The leading 
edge o~ this cold a::.1' mass, the cold front, had been advancing steadily 
eastHard across the continent, but as Hazel approached, it was first 
slowed (lown, then it stalled and finally it .ras pushed backward. The 
expa""lse of cold B.ir to the west presented a barrier to the warmer, lighter 
air boi:J.g brJught frotl the tropics by Hazel. As the light air couldn't 
push the cold air bodily out of the way it glided upward over it. This 
lifting process perpetuated and increased the towering cloud masses from 
which :c'ecord-brenkine amounts of rain were falling. The ever-increasing 
accurr.llation of water on the ground on the evening of October 15th at 
long last led to tragedy. 

But, as I said, a situation almost identical to this has hap
pened before in my 0~·l!1 realm of experience. On September 21st, 1942, a 
striki::.cly si:1ilar development took place along our East Coast. At that 
ti~e Q llUrric&ie followed the off-shore track up the eastern seaboard and 
as it upproached Nova Scotia it, too, ran head on into a cold front which 
had j'J.G·~ r:loved into the Atlantic after crossing Nova Scotia. Throughout 
that E.:xt, .... 1.lll.c."1 day er..d throughout that night the rain poured down in torrents 
8nd the city of Halifax received a wetting the like of which it had never 
nee~ before in recorded hi story. Almost 0/8 inches of rain fell that d~, 
:nore t-ha..i ,.,as r :J:ported from any community a month aJ.1d a half ago in this 
10cGJ.i ty. F'ort UYlately, our t errain and drainage are such that no loss of 
life oC0urr ed and} furthermore, a surprisingly small amount of property 
damage w~s occasio~ed. 

It might be added, also, that a survey of some of the earlier 
storms in this area indicates that just as much flooding of the four 
rivers in the Toronto region has occurred in the past as with Hazel. 
Thc:-,:'e was l~O·:':' noar}:r as much loss of life and property for the very simple 
relloon thaJ

.:. t.!lsrc was not as much life and property in the river flats to 
be lo~:r~. 

J"unTHE~ OUTLOOK 

Before I close, let's look at the future. We are living in an 
8.ge whon man is st.:d v:i..ng :rr.ore and r:ore to conquer the elements and bend 
them to hi:'1 "rill. ~;aturally, then, when destructive hurricanes invade our 
continent 9.S C.g!'ol: Edna and Hazel have done this year we ask the question: 
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will it ever " be possible to prevont the formation of tropical hurricanes? 
Naturally, too, ther e arc those enthusiasts who rush forward to answer in 
a ringing affirmative. 

Some of them think that they see the solution to the problem by 
engaging in a proj ect of seeding the hurricane cloud in much the same 
manner in which they s eed clouds in an effort to increase the natural 
p,roduction of r ain. Their r easoning seems to be t hat if they could 
disturb the structure of the embryo clouds they might be able to disrupt 
the growth process of the entire storm. This dream overlooks tho fact 
that the hurricanes are nearly always f airly well devel oped before we even 
find them . Assuming , though, that we could spot them a t their first moment 
of conc ept ion, Vie must r emember that some kind of natural rainfall release 
is already always active within the hurricane cloud system, and thus it is 
highly impr obable thllt artificial cloud s eeding will mat erially change the 
na t ural developments. 

On the other hand, if it ,/Ore possibl e to cover the surface of 
the soa w.i t h some SUbstance which might prevent the cool hurricane r ain 
from sinking down throug h the warm sea wat er we might have something. 
In that event we might forc e the s torm to wipe i t seH out by having it ' 
cool the under lying surface of the ear t h, in this case the soa surface . 
If t he lowest layers of t he air could be kept below that critical t emper
atu~e of 810 F the ener gy supply of tho hurric ane might possib17 be quenched 
j.n t ha same way as is now the case over l and, since the hurricane energy is 
derived from the immense supply of heat in t he i nterior of the ocean. It 
is not too like l y , t hough, t hat man will find suc h a substance in the near 
fu.ture ?,nd, thus, it is s till in the r ealm of science fiction for us to be 
cblo to change the ?leather in this r espect. 

Also in r ecent year s ther e ha s been t he sugges tion that we drop 
some of our atomic age bombs i nto t he growing stor m. This sounds to me 
very much l ike the legendary system of cutting off your nose to spite your 
fa~e . Tho ener gy r el eased by our pr esent day bo~bs is st ill exceedinGl y 
small i n amount in comparison t o the order of magnitude of the energy 
which Nature expends in even one of the l es s violent tropical storms. 
As I sGe i t , about all that Vie " ould be doing would be to compound the 
damage by r el easing vast amount of r adioactive wast es which would then 
be carried thouse~ds of miles and shower od down upon us with t he r ain. 

In other words, if I may conclude on t ho same note on which I 
start ed, man may be successful in amassing a gr eat number of f acts about 
the characteristics, the structure , the birth, life and death of the 
f eminine member of the species , but when Barbar a or Katherine or Vicky 
gets the bi t in her t eeth it'll t ake much mor e t han a mer e man to tame her, 
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